An Asset to Your Business

About Saudi Ethraa
Saudi Ethraa is a leading Saudi consulting company specialized in business valuation, market
research, detailed feasibility studies, debt arrangement, financial due diligence, development of
growth strategy, financial restructuring, risk analysis & management, corporate governance, and other
financial advisory services.
We provide our services across diverse industrial sectors, including healthcare, education, hospitality,
retail, logistics, entertainment, pharmaceutical, mining & minerals, food & beverages, animal feed,
contracting, manufacturing, and renewable energy.
Our goal is to provide reliable information and sound advice based on insightful analysis done by our
qualified team having more than 30 years of hands-on experience in Saudi Arabia and international
markets, to help our clients make successful business decisions. We deliver a seamless experience
across our full suite of services, with a cohesive approach to bringing tailor made solutions.
We empower decision makers in government agencies, financial institutions, commercial banks,
private equity, and high potential start-ups with intelligence and insights to make better business
decisions. We enable this by bringing a unique blend of local insight and global knowledge.
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Mission, Vision & Purpose

Mission

Vision

Core purpose

To provide innovative
financial solutions that
fulfill
the
needs
of
government
agencies,
corporate, and SMEs to
create a more diverse and
sustainable economy

To be one of the leading
advisory firms that offers
financial solutions and
services to government
agencies, corporate, and
SMEs

To enable our clients in making
well- informed, data-driven
decisions. Thus, providing the
client with all relevant facts
and analysis is our most vital
delivery milestone, combined
with intuition and experience
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Our Values

Act with
Integrity

Customer
First
Strategy

Taking
Ownership

Innovation &
Fresh Thinking

Continuos
Learning

Executional
Excellence
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Our Teams

Our professional teams consisting of foreign & local qualified professionals having relevant education
& professional certifications from prestigious universities & institutions and diversified hands-on
industrial experience are passionate about helping our clients to decide fearlessly to enable their
decision-making process.
We use proven methodologies and approaches along with our expertise to make sense of
information, opinion, situation, opportunities, and pitfalls. We present our unbiased conclusions and
insights that help our clients to execute better strategies.
Our team members have previously worked with different reputable institutions such as Saudi
National Bank, Arab National Bank, PwC, EY, Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF), IBM Global
Financing, Johnson & Johnson, and Astra Zeneca.
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Our Services

Financing
Solutions

Business
Valuation

Financial
Restructuring

Research &
Studies

Other Advisory
Services
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1) Business Valuation

Our valuation services experiences team specialize in providing market leading valuation advice,
enabling our clients to make informed decisions. We adopt international valuation standards
developed by the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC) and adopted by the Saudi Authority
for Accredited Valuers (TAQEEM).
Core Valuation Services:
Mergers and acquisitions of companies (valuing target’s business,
intellectual property/ intangible assets, joint ventures, financial reporting, etc.)
Selling/buying a business,exit strategy planning, and funding purposes
Disputes and litigation
Financial reporting purposes: capital budgeting, dissenting shareholders,
capital increase and incorporation
Tax implications of transactions
Breach of contracts (assessing lost profits, explicit costs, opportunity costs)
Advisory services on the valuation of intangibles and intellectual property
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2) Financing Solutions

a) Corporate Finance:
Saudi Ethraa aims to assist corporates and SMEs to achieve their strategic targets
through facilitating proper financing solutions from various investors and lenders.
Saudi Ethraa will tailor its services according to its clients’ needs and strategies including:
Identifying the proper financing structures including letter of credit, short and long-term loans,
mortgage, leases from various lenders such as government agencies, development financial
institutions, commercial banks, etc.
Assess and develop business and financial projections
Assist in preparing the required feasibility studies, in which all the requirements of the concerned
concerned government agencies, commercial banks, and specialized lending institutions are
covered, helping our clients in finalizing their credit proposal in a professional manner with better
terms & conditions
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2) Financing Solutions

b) Project Finance:
Saudi Ethraa holds great experience in preparing feasibility studies for industrial,
tourism, entertainment, healthcare, and educational projects for various types of sectors, which
enables our clients to make informed decisions:
We aim to uncover the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT analysis) of a
project accurately and logically.
Our bankable feasibility studies are independently analyzed based on both quantitative and
qualitative data, and in line with the requirements of the concerned lending institutions.
Our financial feasibility study involves preparing comprehensive and flexible financial models, to
deliver medium to long term financial projections.
Our bankable feasibility studies cover all the requirements of the concerned government agencies,
development financial institutions and commercial banks, aiding our clients in obtaining the loan
approval with better terms & conditions, less time and less man-hours cost.
Risk Analysis and Management: Our risk analysis and management team will provide our clients
with in-depth studies on enterprise risk, operational risk, marketing risk, financial risk, their
evaluation, and measures to be taken to mitigate these risks.
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2) Financing Solutions

c) Merger & Acquisition (M&A):
Our specialized M&A services team has extensive experience to provide everything
related to M&A processes such as analytically driven due diligence, negotiations, designing M&A
strategies, planning, and executing transactions.
At Saudi Ethraa, we always work to achieve the desired outcome of the transaction by advising on
strategies, financing mechanism, timing, deal structuring, evaluation, and financial negotiation.
Our M&A team contributes to developing strategic plans, evaluating potential targets or potential
merger partners, as well as financial and strategic alternatives, in order to restructure the organization,
enhance operational performance, mitigate risks, and respond to market opportunities through
mergers and acquisitions.
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3) Research & Studies

a) Industry Research:
Our team has accumulated experience in various sectors, in where we provide accurate and reliable
information that contributes to making strategic decisions.
Our research covers the latest market trends and events, the challenges faced by the relevant sector
of the industry, the technology, innovations shaping the sector, and the major players in the sector.
The process of publishing market research is carried out through a scientific & professional
methodology that begins with the research process, data collection, its evaluation & analysis.

b) Feasibility Studies:
We understand that each project has unique requirements and challenges. Our team has the
capabilities and professional experience to conduct a feasibility study tailored to our clients' unique
and diverse requirements. Feasibility studies are analyzed objectively based on both qualitative &
quantitative data, covering detailed market research and financial feasibility study, to provide valueadded information to enable our clients in making informed decisions. We also provide feasibility
studies according to the requirements of the concerned government agencies, specialized lending
institutions, and commercial banks.
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4) Financial Restructuring

Some companies face instability in light of financial distress or the desire to restructure the financial
aspects of the company. At Saudi Ethraa, we help clients diagnose and identify problems at early
stages and develop appropriate solutions that create profitable opportunities for all stakeholders, as
we review business plans and negotiate loan terms with financing agencies. Furthermore, we provide
the necessary tools that enable our clients to respond quickly to market challenges and changes.
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5) Other Advisory Services

a) Growth and Strategy Advisory:
Saudi Ethraa advisory team works closely with companies to evaluate existing strategic options and
develop new strategies to enhance their added value, in order to help achieve expected targets and
provide solutions for sustainable growth.

b) Strategic Planning:
Our advisory specialists provide a broad range of strategic planning services:
Market research & analysis, which explains economic & buying behavior, industry trends,
competitive advantages, and key value drivers
We partner with our clients to develop and execute growth strategies by studying the optimal
solutions
Perform different forms of scenario analysis to study the potential impact of all variables on the
sector
Find sustainable potential opportunities in the sector
Conduct internal analysis to reveal the distinctive capabilities of the team
Develop the organization system by creating a systematic work mechanism within the company to
facilitate the implementation of the strategic plan
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5) Other Advisory Services

c) Financial Due Diligence:
At Saudi Ethraa, we make sure that our clients in mergers and acquisitions transactions obtain
accurate and comprehensive financial information, ensuring that the client receives the appropriate
value while providing a clearer picture of corporate governance standards, organizational practices,
and approved accounting standards. Our team has long practical experience in this field to clarify the
potential risks and the best expected returns.

d) Corporate Governance Advisory:
Our corporate governance services include the following:
Develop and evaluate the board of directors & the board committees’ roles
Draft the company’s codes of conduct, delegation of authority, internal policies & procedures,
business plan, and formulation of board of directors' committees
Evaluate and improve existing internal control systems and procedures
Organizational restructuring and determination of the staff qualifications and skills
Private companies’ succession planning
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5) Other Advisory Services

e) IPO Readiness Assessment:
We assist the client in the following areas:
Requirements and procedures for preparing financial statements
Evaluate financial reporting systems, prepare administrative reports, budgeting processes and
expected financial statements, to identify weaknesses and work towards improving them
Board committee structures and changes needed to meet the requirements of public companies
Potential risks and compliance with laws and regulations
Evaluate existing systems including money laundering and whistleblowing controls, code of
conduct, and internal auditing

f) Bookkeeping:
At Saudi Ethraa, our accounting team is experienced in providing accounting bookkeeping services,
providing quarterly reports and annual financial statements.
We help our clients track their financial health throughout the year tailored to their specific needs;
giving partners, stakeholders and investors a clearer picture of their financial position, and allowing
them to make sound and informed decisions.
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Few of our Clients
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Contact Us

Head Office:
Office 1010, 10th Floor, Vision Jeddah Tower
7905 Prince Sultan St., Al-Rawdah Dist., Jeddah, KSA
Riyadh Branch:
4496 Anas Ibn Malik Rd, 3rd Floor, Riyadh, KSA
Riyadh 13524
www.saudiethraa.com
info@saudiethraa.com
8002440223
Saudi Ethraa
@Saudiethraa
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